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Abstract: Using geophysical methods and measuring physical properties of subsurface

rocks are good solutions for investigating the subsurface structures and exploring under-

ground buried resources (such as oil, gas, water, minerals, etc.). This research investigates

the anomaly sources of Zagros and the Red Sea by using the derivative filters, regular-

ized filters, analytic signal, local-phase filter, 3D-inverse modelling with the Li-Oldenburg

method. For this purpose, these filters are first applied to artificial models to determine

the capability of each of these filters, a comparison also will be made between edge detec-

tion filters and finally applied to the real gravity of Zagros and Red Sea regions (taken

from the EGM2008 Global Model). The overall result is that the effective depth of the

sources of gravity anomalies of the Red Sea is approximately 200 km, and incoherently, up

to a depth of 300 km. The effective depth of the Zagros anomalies sources is also about

180 km and since then it has continued inconsistently up to 400 km.
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1. Introduction

The convergence of Arabian Plate and Central Iranian micro-continent is
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accompanied by numerous folding and fault systems and tectonic features
created an index which is named Zagros fold- thrust belt. South East and
West border of Arabian plate with Africa is the oceanic divergent boundary
covered by the Gulf of Aden and the Red Sea, respectively.

Changes caused by various anomalies of the Earth’s crust can lead to the
formation of linear structures at the Earth’s surface called the lineaments.
Understanding these anomalies is used as an important factor in studying
the tectonic status of each region. Some of these anomalies are buried by
younger sediments and cannot be traced back to the surface; in this case
geophysical methods can be used to identify hidden structures. One of these
methods is the use of gravity data (Ariamanesh and Mahmoudpour, 2012).

Today, the effort to identify the buried structures and access to the sub-
surface resources has expanded widely, and geophysics is one of the tools
to identify these structures. Using geophysical methods and measuring the
physical properties of subsurface rocks are good solutions for investigating
subsurface structures and exploring buried underground resources (such as
oil, gas, water, minerals, etc.). To achieve this goal, using different edge
and depth estimation filters, 2D and 3D modelling, are the most successful
methods of interpreting geophysical data, which the result is a better un-
derstanding of subsurface structures such as source shape, amount of the
depth, surface extent, deep stretching, etc. Determining these parameters
has a direct and significant impact on future decisions, which can be effective
in cost management. This research investigates the gravity anomaly sources
of Zagros and the Red Sea by using the derivative filters, analytic signal,
local-phase filter, 3D-inverse modelling with the Li-Oldenburg method.

There are two main purposes in this inversion method: in the first ap-
proach, the purpose of inversion is to determine the source geometry, and
in the second approach, the purpose is to detect the density contrast of the
mass in question with the surrounding environment. This method includes
a multi-component objective function that is flexible enough to produce
a variety of models and can be corrected for models that do not conform
to geological structures. For this purpose, these filters are first applied to
artificial models to determine the capability of each of these filters and fi-
nally applied to the real Zagros and Red Sea gravity data (taken from the
EGM2008 Global Model).
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2. Geologic and tectonic setting of the Zagros

The Zagros mountain belt results from the closure of the Neotethys oceanic
domain and the collision of the northern margin of the Arabian platform
with the microplates of central Iran, accreted to the southern margin of
Eurasia during the Mesozoic (e.g. Besse et al., 1998). The Zagros orogenic
belt is bounded to the northwest by the East Anatolian left-lateral strike-slip
fault (EAF) and to the southeast by the Oman Line (OL) (Falcon, 1969),
which is here considered to be a transform fault inherited from the opening
of Neo-Tethys (Alavi, 1994).

The fold and thrust belt on the Arabian Plate is a result of deformation
of the Zagros Orogenic Belt (ZOB) passive margin sediments that have been
caused by continental collision (Alavi, 1994; Ghasemi and Talbot, 2006;
Horton et al., 2008; Allahyari et al., 2010; Saccani et al., 2013).

The Zagros were traditionally classified by distinctive lithological units
and structural styles into four NW trending tectonometamorphic and mag-
matic belts (Fig. 1). These are bounded by defects on a regional scale such
as the Main Zagros Thrust (MZT), High Zagros Fault (HZF) and Mountain
Front Fault (MFF) (Del Chiaro et al., 2019; Agard et al., 2005 and refer-
ences therein). The presence of negative isostatic anomaly near the Zagros
main thrust (Synder and Barazangi, 1986) and seismic evidence with focal
depths greater than 50 km in the ISC and USGS prove subduction of the
Arabian plate beneath central Iran (Nowroozi, 1971).

Berberian (1995) described tectonic developments of this region as a plat-
form phase in the Paleozoic, rifting in the Permian and Triassic, forming in-
active continental margins (with seafloor spreading to the north-east) in the
Jurassic and Early Cretaceous, subduction to the northeast and ophiolite
and radiolite deposition in the late Cretaceous, and finally the continental-
continental collision and shortening during the Neogene.

Today, their effects appear on or near the surface of the Earth as thrust
faults. It can be said that the Zagros basement is about 25 to 50 km thick-
ness (Gies et al., 1984).

Based on Dehghani and Makris (1984), under the main Zagros fault
(high Zagros), gravity anomalies reach to a minimum (−230mgal), and in
this area, the Iranian crust thickness 50 to 55 km has the highest thickness,
which is attributed to the compressive process associated with the opening
of the Red Sea.
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Fig. 1. Subdivisions of the Zagros orogenic belt. Abbreviations: AD – Arak depression;
DR – Dezful recess; EAF – East Anatolian Fault; FS – Fars salient; GKD – Gav Khooni
depression; KR – Karkuk recess; LS – Lorestan salient; MAC – Makran accretionary
complex; MFF – “Mountain front flexure”; “MZT”– “Main Zagros Thrust”; OL – Oman
Line; PTC-CCS – Paleo-Tethyan continent-continent collisional suture; SD – Sirjan de-
pression; SRRB – Saveh-Rafsanjan retroforeland basin; “SSZ” – Sanandaj-Sirjan zone;
“ZTZ” – Zagros thrust zone; UDMA – Urumieh–Dokhtar magmatic assemblage; ZDF –
Zagros deformational front; ZFTB – Zagros fold-thrust belt; ZIZ – Zagros imbricate zone;
ZS – Zagros suture. Hydrocarbon fields of the region, oil in green and gas in red, are
shown (Alavi, 2007).

3. Geologic and Tectonic setting of the Red Sea

The Red Sea, an enclosed body of water that lies between 30◦ N and 12◦

30′ N, is about 1,932 km long and 280 km in width (Morcos, 1970). The
narrow southern Strait of Bab-al- Mandab (29 km in width) is the boundary
between the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden. The Red Sea is one of the
youngest oceanic zones on earth and was created by slow seafloor spreading.
Together with the Gulf of Aqaba-Dead Sea transform fault, it forms the
western boundary of the Arabian plate, which is moving in a north-easterly
direction. The plate is bounded by the Bitlis Suture and the Zagros fold
belt and subduction zone to the north and north-east, and the Gulf of Aden
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spreading centre and Owen Fracture Zone to the south and southeast (Rasul
and Stewart, 2015) (Fig. 2 modified after Stern and Johnson, 2010).

Fig. 2. Main tectonic features of the Arabian Peninsula and surrounding areas (modified
after Stern and Johnson, 2010).

According to Swartz and Arden (1960), with the onset of Pliocene, ma-
rine sediments were deposited in the Red Sea due to the influx of water from
the Indian Ocean into the Red Sea, meanwhile due to the uplift of the Suez
Canal, the connection between the Mediterranean Sea and the Red Sea has
been severed. The Red Sea Rift System is one of the world’s largest active
rift systems, which comprises a variety of rifting stages starting from initial
faulting and advancing through several stages of continental rifting. It be-
gan about 30 million years ago, separating the western edge of the Arabian
Plate from Africa (Camp and Roobol, 1992).

Sultan et al. (1993) have indicated that the Arabian and Nubian sections
of the shield have remained as rigid plates during the Red Sea rifting, and the
site of the present Red Sea has probably a zone of structural weakness in the
late Precambrian, with the breakup and rifting controlled by pre-existing
fault systems (Makris and Rihm 1991; Bosworth et al., 2005). A bathy-
metric and topographic map prepared from various sources is presented in
Fig. 3 The sea is connected to the Arabian Sea and Indian Ocean via the
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Gulf of Aden in the south through the narrow Strait of Bab-al-Mandab,
which has a minimum with of only 30 km, where the main channel is about
310m deep and 25 km wide at Perim Island (Morcos, 1970).

Fig. 3. Topography and bathymetric map. Bathymetric contours are at 500m interval
(Courtesy Marco Ligi).

The Red Sea has been opening since the Arabian plate broke away from
the African plate about 24 million years ago (Bosworth et al., 2005). The
rifting began with continental stretching and thinning and later progressed
to sea-floor spreading. The rate of opening increases from about 7mm/year
in the northern Red Sea to roughly 16mm/year in the south (ArRajehi et al.,
2010; Reilinger et al., 2015). The present velocity of Arabia with respect
to Eurasia increases from west to east along the Persian Gulf from 18 to
25mm yr−1, oriented about N10◦ E (Madahizadeh et al., 2016; Sella et al.,
2002, Walpersdorf et al., 2006).
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4. Research methods

4.1. The basics of the gravity method and the filters used in this
research

Gravity surveying may be conducted on many scales, e.g., small scale
prospecting, regional marine surveys and global satellite surveys (Foulger
and Peirce, 2007). The fundamental equation used for mathematical treat-
ment of the data and results is Newton’s Law of Gravitation:

F = G
m1m2

r2
, (1)

where F = force, m1,m2 = mass, r = separation distance, G is the gravi-
tational constant (6.67 × 10−11 m3kg−1s−2).

The unit of measuring the acceleration of gravity is Gal (1 gal = 1 cm s2).
But in practice, a smaller unit called milligal is usually used. Acceleration
of gravity is not exactly the same everywhere, but is controlled by several
factors such as latitude, elevation, mass, topography, and ultimately geology
of the area. Therefore, in order to obtain geological information, corrections
such as free-air correction, Bouger, latitude and topography must be applied
to the measured initial values. Gravity studies are used extensively in the
investigation of large- and medium-scale geological structures (Paterson and
Reeves, 1985).

4.2. Separation of regional and residual anomalies

Potential field data map (gravity and magnetic field) is the sum of the effects
of sources with different density and magnetism at different depths which
in other words, the result of survey is related to all anomalies in the region.
In these maps, the effects of bedrock are characterized by mild and linear
changes (Doulati Ardejani, 2011) which are called regional anomalies, and
more surface anomalies are called regional or residual anomalies. Regional
anomalies have low frequency and long wavelength, while, residual anoma-
lies have high frequency and short wavelength.

In gravimetric studies, in order to clarify more surface anomalies such as
mines and faults, the effect of regional anomalies such as bedrock should be
excluded from the data (Kolagari, 1992).
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4.2.1. Surface Trend Remove filter

One of the most flexible analytical techniques for determining the surface
structures is the surface trend method (Hinze, 1990). In this method, the
area field from observed values is approximated by the least squares method.
This method is based on surface computation by mathematical method that
best matches relate to the observed values (Agah et al., 2004).

4.2.2. Edge Estimation Filters

Potential field data has unique advantages in investigating lateral hetero-
geneity of geological masses, especially their edge position. When it comes
to geological edge or boundaries, it mainly refers to the boundaries of faults,
fractures, geological units, or rock units of varying density (Hadadian, 2011).
Filtering the potential field data is a numerical processing that plays an im-
portant role in the modification and interpretation of magnetic and gravity
data. Image processing can be mapped from image space to information
space, which prepares the image for future analysis. This is done with a
variety of filters, the main advantage of them is not the need to transfer
data from one domain to another. Different types of filters specify distinct
features (Danaei et al., 2011). Below we will review the most important
Edge Detection filters.

4.2.2.1. Derivative filters

Derivative filters are one of the most widely used filters in interpreting po-
tential field data and their role is to separate the residual anomalies from
the regional ones and detect the edge. These filters include vertical deriva-
tive, total horizontal and directional filters (Verduzco et al., 2004). Vertical
derivative magnitude at the edge place of the subsurface masses is zero and
at the source is positive, and the horizontal derivative magnitude at the top
of the subsurface mass edges is maximum and at the source is zero which
this feature is used to detect the edge. Vertical derivative filter shows more
obvious the edge and anomalies with increasing derivative order, but as it
falls into the category of high pass filters, the available noise along with the
surface anomalies are highlighted in the maps. For this reason, first and sec-
ond order derivatives are more commonly used. As a solution of this noise
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damping is an adapted low-pass filtering of the computed derivatives – e.g.
by means of the concept of Tikhonov regularization (Pašteka et al., 2009).
As mentioned, since the horizontal derivative is maximal at the up of the
edge of the subsurface masses, it is more applicable to gravity data and it is
less used in magnetic data because of the dipole nature of the anomalies.

4.2.2.2. Analytical signal filter

The analytical signal or full gradient is defined as the combination of hor-
izontal and vertical derivatives of the potential field data. The maximum
amount of analytical signal is placed on the edges of the mass. One of the
points of the method is that the horizontal and vertical derivatives of a po-
tential function are Hilbert transforms of each other. The Hilbert transform
does not change the amplitude of the input function but changes its phase
to 90 degrees. Consequently, Hilbert transforms of the horizontal deriva-
tive of the potential field data presents the vertical derivative of the data
(Nabighian, 1972).

4.2.2.3. Local-phase filter

4.2.2.3.1. Tilt Angle filter

Tilt Angle filter is one of the local phase filters which is based on the ratio
of the gravity field derivatives and examines the phase (angular) variations
of the potential field derivatives. This filter is effective in balancing the
amplitude of deep anomalies to surface anomalies and is not sensitive to the
depth. In other words, tilt angle filter separates deep and shallow sources
equally (Miller and Singh, 1994). Since the tilt angle filter has a direct
relation with the vertical and a verse relation with the horizontal derivative,
so at the edge of the anomaly, the tilt angle value is zero (Cooper and Cowan,
2006).

4.2.2.3.2. Hyperbolic Tilt Angle Filter

If the actual part of the hyperbolic tangent function is used instead of
the tangent function in the calculation of the tilt angle, the edge of the
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subsurface masses will be more extremely prominent. The minimum value
of this filter will be located just above the edge of the mass. One of the
most important advantages of this filter is it’s insensitivity to existing noise
(Cooper and Cowan, 2006).

4.2.2.4. Regularized Derivative Filter

Since vertical derivative filters are high pass filters, noises filed will be
sharper. One way to stabilize higher derivative evaluation is the utiliza-
tion of the Tikhonov regularization (Pašteka et al., 2009). In this method,
regularized derivative filter minimized or optimized with the usage of clas-
sical calculations in the Fourier domain and optimum regularization coeffi-
cient calculated from C-norm function (Pašteka et al., 2009). Now figures
of regularized derivative are presented.

4.3.1. Upward Continuation Filter

Upward continuation method of potential field data is widely used in geo-
physics. For example, this method is used to enhance and reveal deeper
resource responses in places where shallow resources are also available. In
this method, the potential field data from a datum level is mathematically
imaged on the level surfaces above the main datum level. Thus, effects of the
removed surface tracks and the effects of deep structures are clearly identi-
fied. In fact, with this method, anomalies with shorter wavelength removed
and thus it reduces noise, and acts similar to a low-pass filter (Reynolds,
1977).

4.3.2. An introduction to Modelling

After performing geophysical measurements, correction, data processing,
and separation of local anomalies from area anomalies, the important stage
is interpretation. All geological, geophysical and other related data must
be used in the interpretation process to obtain the best possible interpre-
tation. The methods of geophysical data interpretation can be divided into
three main groups, each approaching the purpose with logical but different
processes:
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4.3.2.1. Enhancing and data depiction

In this method, none of the model parameters are calculated, but the
anomaly is processed and depicted in a way that makes some of the features
of the source more salient and the overall interpretation easier. All of these
methods can be used as complementary tools in modelling (Blakely, 1996).
For example, a variety of edge detection methods fall into this category of
interpretation of geophysical data.

4.3.2.2. Forward modelling

In the Forward modelling, based on existing geological observations or geo-
physical studies, an initial model for the anomaly is considered, the gravity
effect of this model is calculated and compared with the observed gravity
anomaly. In case of insufficient fitness, the interpreter modifies the pa-
rameters of the model so as to obtain the best fit between the effect of
model gravity and the observed gravity anomaly. In fact, in this method,
the characteristics of the model are determined by trial and error method
(Ebrahimzadeh Ardestani, 2010).

4.3.2.3. Inverse modelling

In this method, the characteristics of anomaly source are calculated auto-
matically or semi-automatically and using observed data. One of the most
advanced methods of 3D inverse modelling is Li- Oldenburg’s theory devel-
oped at British Colombia University in Canada and they used it as the basis
of Grav3D software (Jafarzadeh, 2015). The main mathematical explana-
tion of this theory is beyond the scope of this paper and for further reading,
you can refer to more useful references (Williams, 2008; Philips, 2001; Li
and Oldenburg, 1998).

4.4. Artificial data

To optimally use and apply a method, filter or algorithm and analyze the
results in various geophysical methods, first, its application to artificial data
with noise is examined. This method is used to check real data in an area,
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based on the degree of concordance with the main response (Jafarzadeh,
2015).

In this section, to investigate the performance of different filters such
as edge detection and inversion by Li-Oldenburg method in reconstructing
multiple anomalies and with different depths, an artificial model consisting
of two rectangular cubes in the north-west and south-east, with 15 up and
40 down m depth, and a rectangular cube in the northeast with 25 up
and 50 down m depth is used which the density contrast of cubes with
the surrounding environment is 2 g/cm3. This artificial model was built
using 216,000 cells of equal width and length of 5 metres and elevation of
2.5 metres (Fig. 4). For inversion, the gravity effect of these bodies was
calculated on a regular square grid at 5m intervals, yielding 3600 data
points. To make the data appear realistic, Gaussian noise was added to the
data by 2% (Jafarzadeh, 2015).

Fig. 4. Residual anomaly map derived from artificial model.

The results of applying the edge detection filters are presented below.
All the numerical derivatives, entering into these derivative filters where
calculated by means of the concept of regularized derivatives (Pašteka et
al., 2009).

As can be seen in Figs. 8 and 6, the stretching of the anomalies is greater
than in Fig. 4 and closer to the original form. Also in Fig. 7 that shows the
horizontal derivative filter (the forming angle with the positive side of the
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Fig. 5. Analytical signal filter. Fig. 6. Vertical derivative filter.

Fig. 7. Horizontal derivative filter.

X axis is zero), the anomalies stretch along the Y axis and receive a dipole
character. It is important to note that in this filter, if the dipoles are closer
to each other and stretch in a particular direction (not symmetrical), the
main anomaly stretches in the same particular direction, but if the dipoles
are symmetric and not close together, they stretch perpendicular to the an-
gle with the X-axis. Figs. 8 and 9, which represent the tilt angles and the
hyperbolic tilt angles, respectively, are well able to detect the edge of the
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Fig. 8. Hyperbolic tilt angle filter. Fig. 9. Tilt angle filter.

anomalies. Now figures of regularized derivative are presented.
In the following, the validity of Li-Oldenburg 3-D inversion modelling

method on artificial data is discussed. One of the advantages of this mod-
elling method is that it is possible to include a variety of complementary
area information (such as geological information, drilling, etc.) into the
modelling so that the final model obtained is as close to reality as possible.
Fig. 13 is a 3D view of the artificial model used, and Figs. 14 and 15 are im-

Fig. 10. Regularized tilt angle filter. Fig. 11. Regularized hyperbolic tilt angle.
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Fig. 12. Regularized analytical signal filter.

Fig. 13. 3D view of the compound arti-
ficial model.

Fig. 14. Top view of artificial model inversion.

Fig. 15. Another view of artificial model inversion.
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ages of the 3-D inversion that provide acceptable agreement with the original
artificial model. Comparing figures of regularized derivative (Figs. 10–12)
and simple mode of them, it is clear that regularized derivative mode has a
much better performance and their noise significantly reduced.

4.5. Real data

4.5.1. Edge Detection of Zagros and the Red Sea Anomaly

The gravimetry data output (complete Bouger anomaly) obtained from the
EGM2008 satellite for the Zagros and Red Sea regions is as follows (Figs. 16
and 17):

As can be seen from the above figures, the trend dominating these two
regions is the lineaments in the form of maximum and minimum anomalies
together from northwest to southeast. As previously described, gravimetric
data maps are the result of regional and residual anomalies. To investigate
and highlight the surface structures, we remove the effects of the regional
anomalies whose results are shown in Figs. 18 and 19, using the Trend
Remove filter. It is noteworthy that this filter and future filters were im-
plemented in the Oasis Montaj software environment owned by Geosoft
Company. Comparing Figs. 16 with 18 and 17 with 19, we find that the in-
tense of the anomalies are increased, such as the central anomaly of Fig. 18
and the end of it in Fig. 19 (southeast) became more salient.

The complete Bouger maps or the surface trend remove map cannot be
used properly to detect the edge or boundary of Zagros or the Red Sea
anomalies. Edge detection filters are used to do this. All of these filters are
applied on the complete trend removed Bouger map. Also here, we have
used the computed numerical derivatives by means of the Tikhonov concept
of regularization (Pašteka et al., 2009). It is important to note that the rea-
son for applying several edge detection filters is to get the result closer to
reality.

4.5.2. Edge detection of Zagros anomalies

Figs. 20, 21 and 22 are the maps obtained by applying Horizontal Gradient,
Analytical Signal, and Derivative in Z direction Order 1 filters, respectively,
to Zagros data. As is clear from the figures below, the boundaries of the
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Fig. 16. Complete Bouguer anomaly map of the Zagros.

Fig. 17. Complete Bouguer anomaly map of the Red Sea.
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Fig. 18. Removing the first-order trend map of the Zagros.

Fig. 19. Removing the first-order trend map of the Red Sea.
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Fig. 20. Horizontal gradient filter map of
the Zagros.

Fig. 21. Analytical signal filter map of the
Zagros.

Fig. 22. First-order vertical derivative filter map of the Zagros.

maximum and minimum anomalies have been well characterized, and the
reason for the colour change or anomalies resulting from the application of
the analytical signal filter is its 90 degree phase change due to the nature of
the filter (already explained). In these figures, the anomalies extend from
northwest to southeast with indentations and densities.

Potensoft software including MATLAB codes was also used for further
check and validate these filters (Arısoy and Dikmen, 2011) and the Tilt An-
gle and Hyperbolic Tilt Angle filters were applied to the data using this
software, shown in Figs. 23 and 24.

As mentioned earlier, these filters highlight the edge of all relatively deep
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Fig. 23. Tilt angle filter map of the Zagros. Fig. 24. Hyperbolic Tilt angle filter map of
the Zagros.

and near surface anomalies because they lack depth sensitivity, as a result,
the resulting maps are more crowded than previous filters; however, one
can still see the structural difference of Zagros anomalies with the region
containing Zagros. The conclusion is that these filters also confirm the re-
sults of the rest of the filters. Summary of the results of the above filters
are shown in Fig. 25 and the anomalies continuation is marked with a black
line. Comparing the results of these filters with this map gives more reli-
able results that will complement the geological data. Now we are testing
regularized derivative filters (Figs. 26–30).

Fig. 25. Edge detection and continuation of
Zagros anomalies with the black line.

Fig. 26. Regularized horizontal gradient fil-
ter map of the Zagros.
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Fig. 27. Regularized analytic signal filter
map of the Zagros.

Fig. 28. Regularized first-order vertical de-
rivative filter map of the Zagros.

Fig. 29. Regularized tilt angle filter map of
the Zagros.

Fig. 30. Regularized hyperbolic tilt angle
map of the Zagros.

As we have seen in these figures, regularized derivative filter has a much
better performance.

4.5.3. Edge detection of the Red Sea gravity anomalies

Figs. 31, 32, and 33, respectively, show the maps obtained by applying
horizontal gradient filters, analytical signal and first-order vertical derivative
on the Red Sea data. In these figures, the edge of maximum and minimum
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anomalies is also obvious, but more complex than the Zagros region. Figs. 34
and 35 are the results of applying tilt angle and hyperbolic tilt angles to the
data. These filters also confirm previous results.

Figures 34 and 35 are the result of applying tilt angle and hyperbolic tilt
angle filters to the data.

Summary of the results of the above filters are shown in Fig. 36 and the
anomalies continuation is marked the black line.

Given that the data used are derived from gravimetric satellite, it is obvi-
ous that the satellite data is much less sensitive to ground-based data survey,
so it cannot be expected to make all the anomalies visible. If more accurate
gravimetric data (such as ground-based survey) are available, gravimetric
method is a great way to identify small and large anomalies in the area. The
overall result of the study of the two zones is that the Zagros and Red Sea
gravity anomalies have one continuity (from northwest to southeast) with
this difference which there is a greater overall slope in the Red Sea.

In the following the results of the implementing regularized derivative fil-
ters are presented and by comparing the Figs. 37 to 41 with the Figs. 32 to
36 again it is completely clear that regularized derivative filters have much
better performance.

4.6. Inversion modelling of Zagros and the Red Sea gravity
anomalies

Before proceeding further, it is important to note that since the EGM2008
satellite data output is in latitude and longitude, the UTM coordinate points
need to be used in order to use the upward continuation filter. By convert-
ing the coordinates, the Zagros and Red Sea anomalies each fall into three
zones. Red Sea anomalies are located in zones 36, 37 and 38 and Zagros
anomalies are located in zones 38, 39 and 40 respectively. The most ex-
tensive zones (zones 37 for Red Sea and 39 for Zagros) were used to apply
upward continuation filter and 3D modelling.

4.6.1. Red Sea gravity anomalies

This section presents the results of the inversion of the gravimetric data of
the Red Sea anomalies using Grav3D software. The results of 3-D inversion
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Fig. 31. Horizontal gradient filter map of
the Red Sea.

Fig. 32. The Analytical signal filter map of
the Red Sea.

Fig. 33. First-order vertical derivative filter
map of the Red Sea.

Fig. 34. Tilt angle filter map of the Red
Sea.
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Fig. 35. Hyperbolic tilt angle filter map of
the Red Sea.

Fig. 36. Edge detection and continuation of
Red Sea anomalies with black line.

Fig. 37. Regularized horizontal gradient fil-
ter map of Red Sea.

Fig. 38. Regularized Analytical signal filter
map of Red Sea.
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Fig. 39. Regularized vertical derivative fil-
ter map of the Red Sea.

Fig. 40. Regularized tilt angle filter map of
the Red Sea.

Fig. 41. Regularized Hyperbolic tilt angle filter map of the Red Sea.
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are shown in Figs. 42 and 43, in which the main and secondary directions
of the anomalies are well reconstructed. Fig. 44 shows the effective depth of
the anomalies at 200 km from the surface and Fig. 45 confirms the anomaly
ends at the 300 km. According to Fig. 36, the anomalous two-branch depth
is lower than its original branch because these two branches continue to a
depth of 100 km and then disappear (hence extending to a depth of 100 km).

Fig. 42. Inversion of the Red Sea anomalies
(top view).

Fig. 43. Another view of Fig. 42.

Fig. 44. Inversion at 200 km depth. Fig. 45. Inversion at 300 km depth.
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Fig. 46. Inversion of Red Sea anomalies at 100 km depth (to indicate the depth of sub-
branches).

4.6.2. Zagros gravity anomalies

Figs. 47 to 50 show the inversion results. Fig. 47 shows a view from above
and Fig. 48 shows another view of Zagros anomalies. According to Fig. 49,
the effective depth of this anomaly is about 180 km and from the depth of
200 km, the anomalous root proceeds incoherently (Fig. 50) and it ends up
at an approximate depth of 400 kilometres.

Fig. 47. Inversion of Zagros anomalies (top
view).

Fig. 48. Another view of Fig. 47.
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Fig. 49. Inversion at an approximate depth
of 184 km.

Fig. 50. Inversion at an approximate depth
of 414 km.

5. Conclusion

In the case of Zagros gravity anomalies, the results of the edge detection
filters indicate that the performance of the regularized derivatives with the
elimination of the noise from the unregularized filters mode become an im-
provement in the results. Also these anomalies extend from northwest to
southeast with indentations and reliefs. The general trend of this surface is
in accordance with the geological trends of the area. The inversion results
also show that the effective depth of this anomaly is about 180 km and after
that, the anomalous root proceeds incoherently and it ends up at an ap-
proximate depth of 400 kilometres. In the case of anomalies of the Red Sea,
applying edge detection filters revealed that this region is more complex
than the Zagros region and these anomalies started from the north-western
corner and led to many fractures to the centre, then divided into three main
branches, which were again interconnected in the southeast corner, there is
also a subway to the south for the western branch. These results are in line
with the geological features of the Red Sea and the curvature direction and
even the western branch path are well shown. Three-dimensional modelling
also showed that the effective depth of these anomalies is 200 km from the
surface and eventually end at about 300 km. Also the depth of the two
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branches of this anomaly was lower than its main branch because these two
branches continue to a depth of 100 km and then disappear.
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